Friday Announcements

April 20, 2012

Fox Faculty Accomplishments

- Angelika Dimoka
- Lisa Zimmaro

Fox Staff Accomplishments

- Jaine Lucas
- Elvita Quinones & Stephanie Graves

STHM PhD Student Accomplishments

- Steve Swanson

Fox Undergraduate Student Accomplishments

- 2nd Annual Finance Case Competition
- Passport Night Awards

Fox Faculty Accomplishments

Angelika Dimoka has paper acceptance in MISQ

Angelika Dimoka, Assistant Professor in the MSCM Department, had her paper, entitled "How to Conduct a functional Magnetic Resonance (fMRI) Study in Social Science Research," accepted in MIS Quarterly (MISQ), which is a top tier, A level journal (Impact Factor=5.2). This single-authored paper outlines a set of guidelines for conducting functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) studies in social sciences. Given the increased interest in using neuroimaging tools across the social sciences, this paper discussed the key steps needed to conduct an fMRI study while ensuring that enough detail is provided to evaluate the methods and results. The full reference is shown below:


Lisa Zimmaro’s recent accomplishments

Lisa Zimmaro, Adjunct Faculty member in the Risk Management & Insurance Department and Assistant Vice President for Risk Management & Treasury for Temple University, was featured in the Spring edition of "Reason" Magazine, a publication of FM Global a worldwide property insurer, discussing property insurance and risk management in higher education.

Lisa was also interviewed by Advisen – Cyber Liability Journal for an article entitled “Risk Managers View Cyber as Sleep Insurance”.


foxschoolofbusiness.newsweaver.co.uk/4I6ufs6io2ybqfou7tbf?email=true&a=11&p=23466145
**Fox Staff Accomplishments**

**Jaine Lucas appointed to Jobs Commission for the City of Philadelphia**

Jaine Lucas, Executive Director of the Innovation and Entrepreneurship Institute, has been appointed to the Jobs Commission for the City of Philadelphia by City Council President Darrell Clark and Mayor Michael Nutter. As a member of the Jobs Commission, she will help develop strategy to determine how City government, other public, quasi-public and non-profit agencies can coordinate resources and efforts to create sustainable private sector jobs for Philadelphia.

**Elvita Quinones and Stephanie Graves have proposal acceptance**

Elvita Quinones, Associate Director in the Center for Undergraduate Advising, and Stephanie Graves, Academic Advisor for Undergraduate Advising, had their session proposal, entitled “The Case for Virtual Advising: How Providing Online Advising can Enhance Student Experiences at Temple University,” accepted for presentation at the 2012 Advisor Appreciation Day at Temple University Ambler Campus which took place this past Wednesday, April 18th.

**STHM PhD Student Accomplishments**

**Steve Swanson win NASSM Student Research Competition**

Steve Swanson, PhD student in STHM, has WON this years' NASSM Student Research Competition. This is the most prestigious award presented to a student member of NASSM. Temple is now on a two-year winning streak after Yuhei Inoue won last year!!

Steve's paper, entitled “Toward a Sport-Specific Model of Leadership: Initial Evidence of What is Credible and Prototypical in Sport,” will be presented to the entire conference at the President's luncheon (about 500 people) on May 25th in Seattle, co-sponsored again this year by STHM.

**Fox Undergraduate Student Accomplishments**

**2nd Annual Finance Case Study Competition**

The 2nd Annual Finance Case Study Competition, sponsored by Lincoln Financial Group and the Fox School Finance Department, was held on Monday, April 16th. Congratulations to the five teams who presented the Dell case to Lincoln Financial Group. The following undergraduate finance students participated: Paul Kowit, Pete Grant, Brian Einfeldt, Kivonnah Patterson, Wenhao Zuo, Phillip Wenger, Biyun Lu, Rutkay Dinc, Tyler Torres, Tyler Barta, Ricardo Suplice and first place team, Luv Sodha, Kacper Rams and Kathryn Vogt. Congratulations to all of the teams who participated this year. The Lincoln Financial Group executives were very impressed by each of the teams' presentations.

**Four Fox students win Passport Night Awards for Summer and Fall**

The following students won the Passport Night Awards for both Summer and Fall 2012 semesters:

- Matt Senderling won $500, - he will be studying at Temple Rome for the Summer 2012 semester
- Bianca Lupo was a runner up, she will receive $250 – she is studying abroad in Rome for the Summer 2012 semester
- Jenna Van Wyck won $1,000, she will be studying in Rome for the Fall 2012 semester
- Giovanna Corredoni was a runner up, she will receive $250, she will be studying in Rome for the Fall 2012 semester
The Passport Night Award is an account that grew from Passport Night. As a U.S. Passport Acceptance Agent, Gloria Angel, Assistant Director for Fox International Programs/IGMS/CIBER, has to collect an execution fee of $25/passport by law. With the help of the International Business Association, she bought everything needed in order to be able to take passport pictures as well creating a ‘one-stop shopping’ opportunity for students to apply for a passport. The execution and picture fees were put into an account to help defray costs for active IBA students studying abroad. To date, this account has given out over $10,000 in awards to students studying abroad.

Please join us in congratulating our faculty, students and staff on their accomplishments.
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